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Film. A: I do not see why you need C# for that. The following works perfectly for me using a file object and the FileInfo object. string inputfile = @"c:\temp\test.txt"; string outputfile = @"c:\temp\testnew.txt"; // Load the file FileInfo fi = new FileInfo(inputfile); // Create a new file and print it's contents FileInfo newFile = new FileInfo(outputfile); using (StreamWriter sw = new StreamWriter(newFile.FullName))
sw.WriteLine(fi.ToString()); I only suggest that you use regular expressions to separate the words and numbers in case there are spaces between them. This invention relates to a bus bar assembly, and in particular to a bus bar assembly for a hybrid electric vehicle motor. Hybrid electric vehicles (HEV""s) use an electric motor powered by a battery pack as a primary power source. In some applications, the vehicle uses
its engine to generate electric power for the battery pack. In other applications, a separate alternator is used to provide the electric power. Some HEVs use a split phase alternator in which power is provided to a stator winding of an alternator from a rotating shaft using three sets of insulated conductors, a set of positive conductors, a set of negative conductors, and a set of neutral conductors. The neutral conductors are
connected to a neutral point of the HEV, while the positive conductors and negative conductors are connected to power outputs of the HEV. A hybrid electric vehicle that uses a split phase alternator often uses one or two slip rings to alternately connect a rotating stator windings of the alternator to neutral points of the HEV. Slip rings have alligator-type clips attached to the end of each insulated conductor for attaching
to the neutral point of the HEV. Slip rings are often not reliable and have other reliability problems. In addition, their use requires that the neutral points of the HEV be permanently connected. In the HEV industry, several challenges are aimed at improving the efficiency and reliability of the alternator and reducing the cost of the alternator. Generally speaking, the first challenge is to improve the alternator""s
efficiency. In conventional HEVs, the alternator efficiency is low because a large percentage of the power generated by the alternator is lost. 1cb139a0ed
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